
 

 

Coming Together for Racial Understanding (CTRU) FAQ 
Why is CTRU important?  
Conversations about race and racism (and other issues related to human differences) can be very difficult. 
Many of us lack positive role models or very many opportunities to engage in discussions focused on 
complex issues in ways that lead to increased understanding and positive relationship-building across 
differences. In addition, conversations about race, gender, class, and other differences can trigger strong 
emotions in people including guilt, shame, anger, trauma, and despair.  
Deborah Flick, Ph.D. author of From Debate to Dialogue: Using the Understanding Process to Transform Our 
Conversations suggests that moving from debate to dialogue can increase our understanding of ourselves 
and others while improving our communication skills and relationships. 
 
Who is eligible to participate?  
Currently, only Southeast Region faculty and staff are eligible to participate. The goal is to expand to other 
regions in the future. If you would like to communicate interest and you are outside of the Southeast 
Region, please email us at diversity@agcenter.lsu.edu. 
 
What does the CTRU Participant Workshop entail? 
The participant workshop will consist of two days of activities where participants will take part in a dialogue 
centered learning process about the topic of racism. Participants will go through foundational material 
about racism, past and present. They will also participate in the Everyday Democracy Facing Racism in a 
Diverse Nation Dialogue Process. Participants can expect to: expand their exposure to and skills related to 
race relations and learn about the purpose and use of dialogues in addressing this topic. 
 
What is the cost of the CTRU Participant Workshop? 
The workshop registration and workshop materials are free. However, travel, lodging, and per diem are to 
be covered by your office or unit. Note all sessions will include morning refreshments and lunch.  
 
What does the CTRU Facilitator Workshop entail?  
 CTRU Facilitator includes:  

• Work around racial understanding  
• Guided experiential practice/participation in the two dialogue processes, giving CTRU teams the 
opportunity to select the process that is the best fit to their state/communities.  
• Guided planning  
• Ongoing national community of practice support  
 

What is the cost of the CTRU Facilitator Workshop? 
The workshop registration and workshop materials are free. However, travel, lodging, and per diem are to 
be covered by your office or unit. Note all sessions will include morning refreshments and lunch.  
How do I register to participate in a workshop? 
CTRU Participant Workshop: 
CTRU Facilitator Workshop: This training is by invitation only; you must attend the participant workshop to 
be considered). 
What is the method of delivery for the workshops? 
All workshops are currently provided in-person. There are no virtual/online options. If you are unable to 
fully engage in-person and need accommodations, please contact us at diversity@agcenter.lsu.edu.  
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